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RED RIVER COMMUNITY COLLEGE
By Paul Deleske
Former SA president Collette
Odowichuk says she still feels
guilty about accepting a $250
Christmas bonus last year, and is
not surprised to learn that her
successors are in hot water over
the issue.
"I feel a little guilty that I had to
compromise myself because of
my financial situation , but it's
easy for me to say that now, having taken the money," she said. "I
would have preferred to have not
have."
"It was a hard decision to make.
Earlier in the year we felt that it
wasn't right, then under the pressums of the school year and fi-

Red River
Students'
Association presents

Past SA Prez eels Guilty
About Taking Bonuses
nancial pressures some of us felt
like we needed something to help
cover our expenses."
"So what happened was that it
was the choice of each executive
member. Three of us took it. Anne
Courtney (then PR Director)
decided to donate hers to the
Christmas Cheer Board."
"I'm not too proud of the fact

that we took them."
Odowichuk is familiar with the
temptation new SA execs feel to
follow in the well-trodden footsteps of earlier executives.
"Sometimes, it's easier to say
`well, they've done this in the
past'," she said. "We were a litle
surprised to discover that for a lot
of years, the execs had been giv-

ing themselves a bonus. Initially,
we were not impressed with the
idea. However, by the time we
got to Christmas..."
"It sounds like a cop out but it
isn't, but that doesn't justify it at
all."
Odowichuk also had some
advice for the current executive.
"I'll tell you this: if it was made

public, there's no way the executive would get Christmas bonuses.
But that's no reason to keep it a
secret. Perhaps that's why in the
past and in the present it's kept
quiet."
"I don't think there's any reason why it shouldn't go to council. A lot of things that we've
done in the SA went to council
simply because we just didn't feel
that we had the right to decide on
them,"
she said.
"That's what the point of council is: they're supposed to be the
governing body."
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SA Exec Votes For Own Christmas Bonuses:
President Burns Says She's "Underpaid"
By Paul Deleske

LIVE
BAND!!

NI\

Tickets $
Tickets on sale NOW in the
SA Office, Room DM20.

Never let it be said that the SA
executive doesn't believe in upholding Sine old Chrisunas traditions, or in the belief that it is
better to give than to receive.
This Christmas, President Sheri
Bums, Vice-President George
Dearman, Treasurer Terri Summers and PR Director Kari
McDonald will follow the example of past executives and
quietly vote to give each other a
S250 holiday bonus.
The executive consider the
bonuses, which will be paid on
Dec. 15, to be merit bonuses,
earned by good job performances.
"In any corporation you work
in, members of our stature get
their Christmas bonuses. That's
part of the job," Treasurer Terri
Summers said.
Burns said that the executive
has earned their bonuses, adding
that her presidential salary of
$5000 per year leaves her underpaid.
"I spend alot of time here and I
feel that I have earned it," she
said. "All the executive has done
a good job and worked hard, therefore are deserving of the bonus."
"We attend meetings every day,
every week. We work here in the
summer a minimum of 40 hours a
week. Throughout the whole
entire year we're always here for
40 hours a week."
"I'm in my office more than I
am in classes. I skip a lot of
classes to be in the office."
"You think of it: we work here
40 hours a week, and we do that
for 12 months, and you think of
the total amount of money we
make. It's nothing. And because
we work here for so many hours,
we can't have a job outside of

SA Exec in happier times--minus President Sheri Burns.
Pictured here, Treasurer Terri Summers, VP George
Dearman, PR Director Kari McDonald.
here because we don't have the
time for it," Bums said.
"We get paid hardly anything."
"The money isn't why I took
the job, but I do think that once
you've got the job, that I've
worked hard enough that I do
deserve the money," Bums concluded.
Summers expressed similar
thoughts.
"Sure, I'm here as a student,"
she said. "I go to my classes, but
you don't see the amount of time
I put in after school and on weekends doing books. I'm spending
in excess of 20 hours at least a
week on the responsibilities of
my office," Summers said.
The three other executive
members each earn a yearly salary of $4800.
Although this year's total bo-

nus package is more than $2500,
the executive will not seek approval of the full council to proceed with it.
The SA bylaws limit the spending powers of the executive to
$250, unless included in the annual budget passed by the full
council.
Summers said that because the
executive view each payment as a
merit bonus, each $250 bonus
cheque must be handled separately, and no individual cheque
exceeds their spending limits.
Therefore, council approval is
unnecessary.
"Does council even know specifically what every person's job
is?" Summers asked. "Those
people (councilors), they're students. They do not know what
our jobs are. Do they know what

SA President Sheri Burns says she's not earning enough
money for the work she does.
I do? No. Do they know what
Sheri does?
"The councilors don't have the
knowledge to make those decisions. The executive knows:"
"Technically, it's got nothing
to do with council. We (the executive) are the board of &rectors."
"It's something that's done
every year—for the past 16 years,"
Summers said.
PR Director Kari McDonald
said "I feel that it's a policy thing,
and that we don't carry every
policy and procedure of the SA
before every single council. It
did go before council at one time.
Not this year, but whenever they
decided to bring it in."
"We hadn't really discussed it
at a meeting...It was just going to
be tacked onto our cheques,"

McDonald said.
Summers is willing to bring the
motion before council if necessary
"I have no qualms about putting it before council, none at all.
If there- are students out there that
are wondering why, well then,
bring it up."-Council members were not
informed of the - planned Christmas bonuses during their Dec. 11
meeting.
The bonuses will also be given
to all full-time SA employees,
including Executive Director Don
Hillman, Secretary Fay Waken,
Bookeeper Pat Siemens, Production Coordinator Diana Giesbrecht, Crazy Ox Manager Bill Jost
and full-time Ox employees.
Newly-hiredProgram Director
Cathy Sudletsky will also receive
the bonus.
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Former Nursing Student Left
With Bad Feelings For RRCC

Roof Tarring Sends
Students And Staff Home
Sick
By Bob Cooney
In mid-October, tar fumes generated by a $48,000 roofing job
resulted in two class cancellations and the closure of the child
care Learning Resource Centre
on three occasions.
According to a memo dated
Nov. 28 by Suzanne Robinson,
Child Care Services LRC faculty
member, staff and students complained of nausea, headaches and
dizziness.
A pregnant student experienced
recurring nausea and vomiting,
and one staff member was overcome by fumes and was forced to
leave.
A memo dated Oct. 20, 1989
from Jean Burrows, Nursing
Department Head, asked the
Workplace Health and Safety

committee to investigate the circumstances surrounding an employee who had to cancel classes
due to excessive migraine headaches caused by the tar fumes.
In a letter to Richard Roth,
Department of Government Services District 2 Property Manager,
Medical Lab Technology instructor Elizabeth Omeniuk outlined
her concerns regarding recent
roofing work in Building A.
"The Department of Government Services doesn't appreciate
the ramifications of their work on
the education system," Omeniuk
said.
"We must be proactive, rather
than reactive, to situations like
this."
She would not comment further on the content of the letter,

••

•••

indicating that she was waiting
for Roth's response.
The Department of Government Services is the province-run
agency responsible for building
maintenance at RRCC.
Roth would not disclose the
contents of Omeniuk's letter.
"I can't really comment on that
until I've had a chance to talk
with representatives from the
faculty," Roth said, citing a breakdown in communication channels
relating to the building's maintenance.
Roth explained how a combination of factors played a part in
the fumes entering the building.
The work was scheduled for
late fall, when the weather is
expected to be cool. The fumes

•

** ** * ** *
A collection bin has been set up
outside the SA office to collect
Christmas Cheer Board
donations.
Students and staff are welcome
to contribute canned or other
non-perishable items to the bin,
but should do so quickly, as the
food collected will soon be sent
to the cheer board.
* * * * * ** *
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am less severe, and the tar sets
properly.
If it's too cold, the tar takes
longer to heat, and the roof takes
longer to finish. Too warm, and
the tar doesn't set. Fumes are
more noticeable.
To maintain an efficient percentage of fresh air circulation,
the vents were open wider due to
the warmer weather.
If the vents were closed, air
circulating in the building becomes stuffy, and would have to
be cooled by a seasonally-operated air chiller.
A wind shift sent the tar fumes
into the building through the open
air ducts.
"We weren't planning on warm
weather," Roth said.
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(This is the first of a two
part series on a student
who felt he was robbed
of an education.)
By Michelle Bailey

TOP TEN
IF...T-SHIRTS
1. Brains 25c
2. Yin-Yang
3. James Dean
4. Beatles
5. Hammer & Sickle
6. Create Peace
7. Jack Kerouac
8. E=mc2
9. Question Reality
10. Jim Morrison
$10 - $14
A Great Gift!

IF...

847 CORYDON
Mon-Sat 11-6/Fri til 8/Sun 12-4

Projector
Boss
Escapes
Firing

When an individual sets out to
persue an education at a postsecondary level, he or she may be
doing it for a number of reasons.
For many, the hopes of getting
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of the most prominent reasons for
getting a better education.
Others may be forced into going
to school by parents or peers.
But there are those who find
themselves dreaming about becoming something they have
always wanted to be and decide
to go to school and do it.
And many come to Red River
Community College.
Ron Champagne is currently
an ex-nursing student from the
college.
In 1985, he suffered a blood
clot in his head and was admitted
into the Health Sciences Centre.
While he was being treated at
the hospital, there was a recovery
nurse named Larisa who Champagne described as a "compassionate and caring person".
He couldn't figure out how she
put up with his complaining due
to the pain he said he was in.
"I asked her how she handled
listening day in and day out to my
complaints and everyone else's
complaints. She said it was because she loved her job," he said.
It was at that moment Champagne decided he wanted to become a nurse and help people in
need the way Larisa helped him.

He then applied for nursing at
RRCC the year after.
Champagne said he had a rotten childhood when he was growing up. He described his teen years
as surviving on the streets and not
finishing his education.
For Champagne, he said he ran
out of ideas to better his life.
Then came the opportunity he
had been waiting for.
He was accepted into the nurs; nu, program at the COlietYr. hitt
was told he would have to take a
year of integrated nursing before
taking the actual two-year course.
The reason was because Champagne did not have a grade 12
diploma and it was necessary for
him to take the basics; math, science, communications, before he
could go on.
"For me, it was just what. I
needed to hear. I was really happy
that I got a chance to do what I
wanted to do," he said.
Champagne said he thoroughly
enjoyed the integrated program
which. he started in the fall of
1986.
"That first year was the most
valuable and beneficial year at
the college as far as I'm concerned," he said.
Champagne said the students
in the class were able to build up
self confidence and learned how
to be assertive without being
aggressive.
"The instructors were really
trying hard to prepare us mentally
and to build up the confidence we
needed to go into clinical the following year."
Champagne passed the first
year "without a hitch" and was
ready to start the beginning of

what he thought would be a great
learning experience.
But, for Champagne, it was just
the opposite.

CAPITALIZED ON
STUDENTS
"All of a sudden, I was in a
program where they capitalized
on the students' weaknesses instead of sii- enahs. In comparison to the integrated class I
took before, it was like two different worlds," he said.
The picture Champagne had
painted for himself of the nursing
profession was slowly falling
apart.
"I was beginning to lose all the
self esteem that I had built up for
myself in the previous year.
Within three months into the first
year of nursing, I was back to
square one," he said.
"There were two different
concepts of teaching, two different attitudes. It was very frustrating."
When Champagne began his
year in the integrated class, he
was encouraged by the instructor
to keep a journal.
He said since then, the journal
has played an important role in
the years he has spent fighting the
college over his learning environment.
"I've documented everything
since the first year in 1986. It has
been a way for Inc 10 J0t down my
feelings and conversations I've
had with instructors."
Champagne described himself
as a person who did not sit back
and let things that bothered him

pass by.
"If I had a problem with some
theory, test, or eval uation, I would
usually say something about it. If
I didn't think it was a fair assessment, I spoke up. I learned real
fast that the instructors didn't like
having a 'troublemaker' in the
course, and that's what I was."
"I was labelled as an 'aggressor'."
rhampnne said therm were.
few nursing instructors who displayed more compassion and
understanding towards the students, but the instructors that made
the course harder for him outweighed the rest.
"I wasn't proposing that they
(instructors) should pass everyone in everything, but grads and
non grads (of the course) have
left with scars and distrust for the
administration because of the way
they were treated."
Although Champagne said his
self esteem and will to continue
the course was gradually declining, he still wanted to try and
finish what he started. Becoming
a nurse was still important to him.
"These last three years, the only
thing on my mind has been that
college."
Champagne also served as
president of the student nurses in
1987-88, and 1988-89. The end,
though, came this fall, when the
stress and pressure he said he felt
from the entire faculty forced him
to give up.
Now, he has nothing but bad
things to say about Red River.
"I don't miss the college and I
don't want to go back because I'll
never go back. But because I gave

so much of myself to the course
and to the school, all of it literally
sucked the juices out of me."

RAW DEAL
Champagne said he basically
got a raw deal and after trying to
raise the issue up through administration, and failing, he has
taken further action.
"I got the opposite of what I
expected. What I did get was
majority of classes that were
vague, tests that rarely coincided
with what was taught, and rarely
was there a teacher who taught
anything but negative attitudes."
The Projector contacted Jean
Burrows, Head of Nursing, for
her comment, but she could only
say the nursing department is
presently "not at liberty to say
anything at this point in time."
"Until we are clear on what
exactly is happening with this
particular case, it is not appropriate to make public comments right
now," Burrows said.

(In the second part of this series, interviews with other nursing students at Red River and
what decision Ron Champagne
has made in dealing with the
nursing faculty)

Help your Heart
& Stroke Fund

By Paul Deleske
Reports surfaced last week
that Projector Editor-in-Chief
Kim Van Bruggen had been
fired by the SA executive after
several issues in which the
paper ran stories and editorials
critical of their performance.
A meeting was held last week
by the SA Executive to determine Van Bruggen's fate.
Van Bruggen said she
received a phone call at home
later that evening telling her
that her job was secure for the
moment.
"I don't know on what
grounds they were going to fire
me."
"As far as I can see it's an
issue of freedom of the press.
They don't want us to write
negative or critical things about
them, but we are just reporting
on what they do—good, bad or
otherwise," Van Bruggen said.

Vice-President George
Dearman said that Van Bruggen's position was safe until the
end of her work term, which
finishes in April.
"The only thing that was said
at the meeting by two members
of the executive was 'we only
have to put up with her for
another 3 and a half months,"'
he said.
Dearman is aware decisions
made by the SA will always be
subject to scrutiny.
"We're directly accountable
to the students, and if we do
make mistakes, which we will,
we have to take that criticism.
The Projector's purpose and
function is to report what we do
right and what we do wrong."
"If we can't take that criticism, then we shouldn't be in
that position."

MERRY CHRISTMAS
FROM THE PROJECTOR
STAFF...
KIM, MICHELLE, DOUG,
AND RANDY
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Red River Left Out
By Universities
ampus

Security
reacting to the tragedy in various
ways, sending their condolences
to the students of Montreal..
Shed Burns said RRCC's Students' Association has not discussed any plans as of yet, but a
condolence letter will • probably
be sent to the mourning campus.
UMSU, the students union for
the U of IV!, have taken four acdons to recognize the tragedy.
They have sent a letter of condolence to Mo n treat' s studen t union
and a scroll with students' signatures will be forwarded. A vigil
was held last Sunday night.
A wreath was forwarded to
Montreal by the University of
Manitoba in conjunction with the

lay Lori Cassidy
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None of the campuses in Winpeg are stepping up their secuirty in response to the massacre in
ontreal, and in fact, many beieve it is impossible to be prefor an occurrence of this
type.
Security at Red River will not
changed directly because of
Elie incident, but the officers will
be more aware that something
kike this could happen.
"I don't think security officers
can help having a higher awareess because of what happened,
ut there is no way to predict
rnething like this," said Ernie
arion, Supervisor of Security at
RCC.
He says the job of the security
101-1 campus is to act as part of the
Sport
up staff, to help visitors and
tudents, and to be aware of any'Jig that. looks unusual.
"We will continue to do what
e are doing because so far it has
orked," Marion said.
The University of Manitoba
curity is the campuspolice, but
y will not be taking any further
easures than what are already in

Students at Red River were left
Out once again by other educational institutions when they were
not invited to join in sending a
wreath to the Montreal campus.
The Universities of Brandon,
Manitoba and Winnipeg, as well
as St. Boniface College, sent a
wreath to Montreal to honor the
yirtimc .

Later, Mike Newman from the
University of Manitoba Students
Union explained that the wreath
was sent by the Manitoba Organization of University Students.

The organ ization, often referred
to as M.O.U.S., was formed this
summer to fight the government
for better funding.
Benoit Duhame, from St. Boniface College, said that Red River
is funded by the Provincial Government, whereas the universities rely on federal funding.
"It wouldn't make sense for
them to join because there would
be a confusion in the goals. There
should be an alliance for other
issues," he said.
Ahmed Gomm id, president of
the University of Winnipeg's

Students Union, says that this is
the first time in Manitoba that an
alliance has been formed.
"We need to get M.O.U.S. to-,
gather and then we could think
about forming other alliances for
things other than funding," he
said.
Gommid said he would support an alliance of this type 100
per cent.
Sheri Burns, president of the
Students' Association, said she
knew nothing about the wreath
sent to Montreal. None of the
other four campuses notified her.

,

CHRISTMAS CRAFTS

universities of Brandon, Winnipeg, and St. Boniface College.
Ray Newman, president of
RRCC, says that he will probably
write a letter of condolence as
well. The flags atthe college were
lowered to half mast to honor the
victims.

Many people believe that this
incident could happen to anyone,
anywhere. In the United States,
similar incidents have happened
to different groups of people.
Paula Bennet, an engineering
student at U of NI says that it was
an unfortunate coincidence that
Marc Lepine singled out the
engineering faculty. _
"It's tragic that one guy with
warped views coulddo something
like this," she said.
None of the security departments on Manitoba campuses
carry guns because of the special
training that is required to use
them.
Both Newman and Marion say
that guns on campus are not necessary because of the inherent
dangers that are associated with
them.

et.
There is no way to deal with

e world of uncertainty. You
annot put in place systems for
1 reventative action because this
rid of thing could happen anyhere, whether it be a shopping
all or a SC heel 7 Chief Colebum
f the U of M campus police,
Id
Many student associations are

DID YOU KNOW
that research has shown that if someone
smokes 20 or more cigarettes a day in
your home, the non-smokers in the house
have double the risk of lung cancer than
those with homes that are smoke free?
CANADIAN
CANCER
SOCIETY

By Lori Cassidy

I

SOCIETE
CANADIENNE
DU CANCER

SAY GOODBYE TO DIAPER RASH FOREVER
By Carol Fedick
A combination of concern,
uniqueness, and pride proved to
be a successful formula that made
this year's craft sale at RRCC a
stimulating shopping sensation.
The 15 booths were set up from
Dec. 3 thru the 8 in the Tower
Lounge and alongside two of the
college's hallways displaying, for
some students, those unique little
Christmas gifts that they just
couldn't find in any department
store.
For some booths, the bargains
available to students were obvious in the prices of the merchandise, but for other displays the
benefits of the products were more
than just the prices alone.
One such booth was Kim's
Baby Products, a company that
features environmentally safe
cloth diapers to parents looking
for convenience with a minimum
amount of fuss and mess.
"We've found that people are
definitely looking for an alternative to disposable diapers," Gail
Brigham, part owner of the company, said.
Kim's Baby Products has been
in production for just over a year
now and the main product of the
company, designed by Kim
Meades, also part owner, is a

revolutionary cloth diaper that has
been designed to give parents the
convenience of disposable diapers at an overall lower cost and
at the same time, with no risk to
the environment.
"Kim felt that the market was
definitely going 'green'. People
wanted to be more in control,"
Brigham said.
At present in Canada, 250,000
tonnes of used disposable diapers
end up in the garbage and that
amounts to approximately 2.5 per
cent of Canada's residential
waste.
"We just want to give people
an alternative. Besides, our products are breathable, reusable, and
there's virtually no chance of
diaper-related rash because of the
dermaflex we use," Brigham said.
Dermaflex is a dry, cool fabric
that is waterproof but allows air
to pass through and is used in
Kim's Baby Products which sell
for between 5400 and S600 including covers and laundry costs,
as compared to disposable diapers which sell between 52,000
and S2,300 over a 2.5 year period
of diapering needs.
"The response at the college
has been really good. We've even
had a couple of dads stop by and
ask questions. It's nice to see the
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men participating," Brigham said.
Another booth which had also
seen quite a good response at the
college was a table that featured
unique batiks and jewelry from
Indonesia and Israel.
Madge Letourneau ran the
booth for her daughter Alicon,
who had done a lot of traveling to
the foreign countries.
"She's done a lot of traveling to
the third world countries and she
learned that one of the ways these
people make a living is to sell
their products to other countries
through cooperatives. That's why
my daughter does it," Letoumeau
said.
The booth featured dozens of
original, handcrafted batiks and
silver from co-ops in Indonesia
and also hand-woven bags from a
special women's only co-op in
Guatemala.
The National Film Board of
Canada set up a booth that featured an item that lay very close
to the hearts here at home in
Manitoba. They were proudly
selling a videocassette of Manitoba-made animation.
"It's odd that people here in
Manitoba don't realize that we
are leaders in animation for the
country. We should all be really
proud," P. R. consultant Darlene
Rebello said.

lid
An Open Letter
To The SA
I hate to be criticized.
In fact, I'd venture to say that
no one likes to be criticized. But
most of us learn to live with it,
whether it comes in the form of
grades, employment reviews, or
editorials.
It is a fact of life. And sometimes, the criticism can be useful.
The times you grow are the times
when you face unpleasant realities about yourself.
The Students Association hates
to be criticized. This is evident
from the fact that some members
have been talking among themselves about firing the editor of
The Projector, who has dared to
publish unflattering remarks
about the SA. Of course, this is a
kneejerk, shoot-the-messenger
reaction that bespeaks of a certain
naivete of our elected student
representatives. Did they think
when they were elected that they
had just won a popularity contest
or a beauty contest? Did they think
they'd get to wear their tiaras for
a year and pass them on to the
next administration? Did they
think that they would never come
under scrutiny?
The fact of the matter is: the
Students Association was hired/
elected by the students to administer over one ',zillion dollars of
our money. And though the SA
has maintained the status quo

when it comes to putting on Bug
Days and the like, their performance has been singularly uninspired. And The Projector noticed.
Now, the SA seems to think
that The Projector should be an
SA newsletter ("We're doing a
wonderful job and everything is
finer) instead of a newspaper.
But we have always believed that
our mandate is to fulfill the role of
the free press. Like the press is
with the government, our relationship with the SA has been
somewhat adversarial in nature.
We think this is healthy. The SA
apparently considers it subversive.
If certain members of the Executive are upset about anything
that's written in the paper, they
should use the editorial space we
have offered them and write rebuttals instead of hiding in their
offices and muttering about firing editors. They should do a little
growing up.

Students Take Issue With
Editorial
To the Editor,
It was with some interest and
consideration that I read the editorial "SA Irresponsible: Not
Doing Their Job" in the Nov. 20

Projector.
While I agree with the premise
of the editorial—i.e. that the SA
should be forthright in dealing
with the college newspaper, its
staff, and its readership—I must
nevertheless point out that there
is ample room for the Projector
(and its editor) to clean up its own
act.
Of immediate concern was the
apparent lack of attention given
the editorial itself. For instance,
how is it that a glaring grammatical error such as "Our Student
Association isn't doing their job,"
can not only slip by unnoticed,
but be repeated throughout an
editorial? Surely the editor realizes that"Student Association" is

singular, and the verb 'their',
plural?
Grammatical errors aside, it
was apparent that the editor did
not allow herself sufficient time
to gather her thoughts in order
that she might present her argument in a clear, focused, and
logical manner. The editor's
clumsiness and lack of forethought reduced a valid editorial
to rambling diatribe.
My intention in pointing out
these oversights is not to embarrass, but to suggest that the editor
concentrate a little more on her
responsibilities before castigating others for not attending to
theirs.

Michael Daly
Cre-Comm.

A Reader Comes
to Terms With
Santa Claus

Dear Editor,
While I appreciate the intention of the newspaper is to keep
the Students' Association honest,
I feel that may be better accomplished with a strong, well reasoned editorial rather than the
disorganized ranting that appeared in the last issue (Nov. 20).
After reading it several times, the
editorialist left me with the question "What is she trying to say?"
It's never clear.
The initial proposition is that
the SA is not doing its job. I
would expect to have that 'job'
stated in the next sentence and
then a reasoned argument to prove
the point should follow. What's
actually presented is a series of
badly written, unrelated paragraphs outlining an argument that
follows the same sequential path
as a flock of turkeys in a tornado.
After hours of trying, I find it
impossible to analize(sic.) the
logic of the editorial because it
isn't there.
If there's any wrong-doing in
the SA, it's incumbent on the
newspaper to find and report it. If
there's an opinion to be stated,
then it should be in a well reasoned, logical fashion. Otherwise,
it's not well considered
editorialism(sic.) as much as ill
conceived mud slinging.

Gord Leathers
Cre-Comm.

Contributing Writers
Paul Deleske
Lori Cassidy
Karyn Walker
Carol Fe,dick
Richard Fickes
Carmel Mospanchuk
Eva Weidma
Chris Zulc
Larry Koch
Donald Baile
Bob Cooney

To the Editor,
I'm sorry to have to bother you
like this. I know you're very busy,
what with Christmas coming up
and all. But I was hoping you
could help me out with something. I wanted to send Santa Claus
a letter, but I lost his address.
Could you please forward this to
him for me...or better yet, maybe
you could print it in the Projector, and he can read it there.
Dear Santa,
Dear Santa Claus, you brighten
up
this season every year.
With Your jolly laugh and
twinkling bells,
You fill our lives with cheer.
We wonder at the miracle
You manage Christmas Eve—
reaching every home on earth,
It's hard but we believe.
Of course it's true! We can't forget
the meaning of this day
eternal gifts of love You bring
upon Your reindeer sleigh.
I thank You, Sir, for all You give
to me this time of year,
but could You, Santa, please
remove
the questions that I fear?
Why is it that You seem to miss
the poor and homeless ones?

How can You promise peace
on earth,
and then distribute guns?
This spirit that we speak about—
Why does it have to end?
Can't You make it last beyond
this season of pretend?
Why are You always laughing,
Sir,
while lonely people weep?
Why do they choose Your holiday
to put themselves to sleep?
Today I stopped and wondered if
Your story's really true.
I heard another story once—
It didn't mention You.
It spoke of gifts, of joy, of peace,
and love forevermore.
It promised "No more suicide"
It promised "No more war."
Trust in you or me can't solve
the problems that I face.
Maybe if I'd just believe
that God once walked this
place...

I could start by changing me,
by changing my belief.
`Cause if this other story's true:
then Santa, you're a thief.

Anonymous
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Smoke Free School
Could Hamper The
Cigarette Sales
At The Crazy Ox
By Karyn Walker
The Students' Association
would have lost $5,000 yearly if
plans to make Red River smoke
free in 1990 had been successful.
At a meeting last week, SA
vice-president George Dearman
informed members that plans to
go smoke free would have put a
hole through the SA's bank book.
"33% of the revenue from the
Crazy Ox is from cigarettes. The
store would run a S5,000/year
deficit if they stopped selling
cigarettes," he said.
Originally, plans to make the
college smoke free in 1992 were
pushed up to 1990, although designated areas will be redefined.
The SA is hoping that an improved image of the college will
bring tides of good cheer in the
new year.
While most post-secondary
institutes in Winnipeg provide
future students with tours, Red
River is the exception.
SA president Sheri Bums is
finding herself having to reject
inquiries by schools to arrange

tours of the college.
"Sorry, we don't do tours," she
said.
But the SA is making an effort
to promote the image of the college by creating a standardized
tour in January, for those wishing
to sec the college.
Conflict over whether or not
the SA should make the effort in
organizing the tours was seen
during the meeting.
"Is this really an SA responsibility? Isn't it more of an administration job?" said Terri Summers,
SA treasurer.
However, the SA decided that
it's in the best interests of the
college to take on the job, seeing
than an open house at Red River
was cancelled two years ago.
The new image of the college
will include the SA's purchase of
more garbage cans for the school
and a clean-up campaign to be
promoted.
"We're hoping this is going to
be an ongoing campaign," Burns
said.

ChErhaitaaa
Slumped over a cup of coffee
in the walkway of Portage Place,
I realized I have the annual
Yuletide problem. No money.
There are two options open as
far as I can see. One is to buy
everyone on my list a plastic geegaw from Woolworths, or to
concentrate my funds on one or
two people and have them think
I'm great.
Depressing either way, really,
so I caught the Orange Express
home and took a couple of days to
consider my dilemma.
Many students will recognize
this scenario or something similar this Christmas. How can one
have a Merry Christmas on a
limited income and still not appear to be that Canadian Tire
favorite, Scrooge.
Here are a few solutions I have
come up with. I'm a reasonable
cook and I know certain dishes
that are crowd pleasers. Usually,
things that take a lot of time like
cabbage rolls, pyrogies or egg
rolls.
Knowing some of the favorites
of family and friends, I invested
$3 in a couple of packages of

aluminum pans and started cooking. Covered in foil, stuck in the
freezer, they are ready to be taken
out on delivery day.
A bright bow and stickers on
the package dress it up and will
be appreciated a lot more than
that S5.99 Woolco special.
For the grandmas and grandpas on the list it is a little tougher.
Since most grandparents have
been gathering stuff for fifty or
sixty years, they're likely to have
drawers full of your other gifts.
But what do grandparents enjoy more than life? Photos of
their grandkids, of course. You
can buy a photo album for S3 or
S4 and put a couple of pictures of
your smiling face on the front
page. Then, throughout the year,
send a picture once in a while. It
shows you think of them more
than once a year.
Kids on your list probably
won't be breathless over a pan of
cabbage rolls. A trip to one of the
many Christmas fund-raising
rummage sales can be a treasure
hunt. You can buy a couple of
bags of wildly flowered dresses,
old suits and hats for $2 or $3.
After laundering, get a cardboard
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Mysterious Computer
Hacker Stings RRCC
Computer Network

Advertising Art students will
be lending a hand in the effort to
keep the college clean, by drafting designs to be used in the promotion.
Last week, the SA spent a day
wandering throughout the school
asking students to write down
what "bugs" them.
The SA hopes that after reading the suggestions and comments, they'll have a better understanding of what needs to be
done.
Traditionally, the SA holds bug
day at the end of the year. However, by this time it's too late to
work on improving these "bugs."
The SA decided that they'll
hold two bug days this year,
another to be held in June to
compare the "bugs" to what they
actually do.
While discussing bug day at
the meeting, one S A member said
that the bugs not worked out by
the end of the year will give the
next year's SA executive something to work on.

Systems Shut Down
By Richard F. Fickes
A mysterious computer user
illegally accessed a number of
programs on the Computer Analyst/Programming network on the
evening of Nov. 9, but did no
apparent damage.
However, the computer system
was shut down that weekend for
an investigation into the matter.
But Louis Rodkin, Department
Head of CAR, said the person
could have done a great deal of
mischief.
"Whoever it was, accessed
some instructors' programs and
some administration files. But as
far as we know, there was no
damage done."
He said this sort of occurrence
has happened before.
"One student admitted to some
tampering, and was disciplined.
That was some time in the past."
He admits that there are ways

SOT TM
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box and paint it up with "
is
Dress Up Box" on top. That box
will be taken out long after all the
Ninja Turtles and Barbie Corvettes
are put away.
Another present for parents and
kids is a day off. You can put a

little toy animal in a box with a
coupon for a day at the zoo with
you for the child, and a day off
for mom and dad. Miniature toboggans, skates, or skis can represent a day of fun coming up.
Give a date on the coupon so the

to get in the system.
"All teacher's files are under
secret passwords, so they're usually secure.
"But there are loopholes. There
am ways to get the computer to
tell you the passwords.
"The onus is on the student to
not use the loopholes."
Bruce Kellas, of Computer
Operations, made the decision to
shut down the system.
"My decision hurt a lot of
people. Suppose you had planned
to use the system for three days,
and had had it shut down on you.
How would you feel?" he said.
He said this sort of thing is not
unique to Red River.
"As long as there are computers, people will try this type of
thing.
"I don't foresee any problems
like this happening again, but
that's not to say they won't."

Santa Wants To Know Who's
Been Naughty And Nice!
Halltalk

What Do You Want For Christmas?

child knows it is a definite date.
The coupon idea is one for the
special person in your life, too.
An evening alone, their favorite
meal and your company will be an
evening to look forward to. Again,
put a specific date on so you are
committed.
I'm sure everyone can think of
dozens of other creative gifts
depending on their interests and
talents.
Who knows, these small offerings may end up more valued a lot
more than the mall offerings.
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Angela MoninsBusiness Learning
Opportunity

"Some jewelry, any kind would
do. I love jewelry 'cause it looks
good. The first place I'd wear it
would be to a social. My boyfriend will get me it...or Santa. If
I don't get the jewelry, I'll leave
him."

Providing management with advice and direction
on operating, tactical and strategic decisions
The Society of
Management Accountants of Manitoba
808-386 Broadway,Winnipeg

R3C 3R6 (204) 943-1538

By Carmel Mospanchuck

F
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Rob NazerBusiness Administration

"I want my own bar so I can
make money off of other people's
bad habits and still support my
own. It has to serve a lot of liquor
and guys won't be admitted until
there's 100 girls. If I don't get the
bar, I'll take a case of beer."

Pam CustanceComputer Programming

"I want my ol' man wrapped in
celephone and a pink bow on a
silver platter. I'll unwrap him
slowly and enjoy it immensely.
He'll be flattered when he hears
that, and he'll do it too—the dog.
He would never refuse me. I have
a ring through his nose."

Vance HrechkosyC & I Sales

"I'd like one of those hoverboards from Back to the Future H.
Then I wouldn't have to buy a car
to come to school. I'd cruise down
the halls of the college and give
the women rides. Oh, yeah...I'd
also like to go skiing at Fernie."

Gunter KastenschmidtCarpentry

"A new car. A 1989 black
Thunderbird is what I want. I'd
take it to Lac du Bonnet to show
it off. I also wouldn't mind a
stereo, but the car is better."
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War of the Roses: Divorce DeVito Style
By Carmel Mospanchuk
You know the typical scenario:
Boy meets girl, they fall instantly
in love, overcome an overwhelming obstacle and live happily ever
after. Well, forget it.
The War of the Roses may not
be a fairy tale with a happy ending, but it offers the viewer something much more valuable: A
lesson in human nature.
This black comedy stars
Michael Douglas, Kathleen
Turner and Danny DeVito in a
movie completely different from
their previous team efforts of
Romancing the Stone and Jewel
of the Nile.

Douglas and Turner play Oliver and Barbara Rose, whose
seemingly perfect marriage disintegrates into an all-out war when
the couple, having decided to
divorce, fight over ownership of
their house.
DeVito portrays Gavin
D' Amato, Oliver's best friend and
divorce attorney, who narrates the
story of the Roses to one of his
clients.
The film is a rather bleak look
at. relationships and what extent
people who once loved each other
will go to hurt one another. Although dramatized at some points,
director De V11.0 (Throw Momma
From the Train) paints an excellent and realistic picture of love
gone sour. Besides being entertaining in a thought-provoking
sense, The War of the Roses also
provides the viewer with some of
the most hilarious belly-busting
scenes seen to date.
The subject of divorce is no

Wisecrackers in bed: Kathleen Turner and Michael Douglas in War of the Roses
laughing matter, but Douglas and
Turner are able to combine their
talents in a way that is serious yet
funny, simply because their actions are so psychotic. They
manage to act out the touchy topic

without crossing a line that would
cause the viewer to shiver with
disgust.
Instead, the viewer is left with
a lasting impression of what the
movie is trying to say, and how

this message can apply to his/her
life.
Most notably, this stylized
comedy strays even further from
conventional standards and draws
to a surprising and wickedly deli-

cious conclusion. If you're hoping for a romantic, embracing
fade-out, go rent Cinderella.
If you're ready to see what
people are capable of doing to
one another in real life, go see The
War of the Roses.

in Woody Allen movies like
Crimes and Misdemeanors?

Our Shlock Culture
Correspondent gets nostalgic and
proposes harsh treatment of those
who would defile our nation's
movie theatres with the blight of
commercials.
By Jamie Shanks
Come, come with me now as I
draw back the curtain of Time
and we dive headfirst into the
murky realm of the past... (Quite
an intro, eh?)

Remember the good old days?
Remember when Martin Landau
was Commander John Koenig in
Space 1999, battling cheap special effects on Moon Base Alpha?
Before he got big movie star roles

Remember when Lee Majors was
the Six Million Dollar Man, and
probably cost about. six hundred
bucks? Remember when Richard
Anderson was Oscar Goldman
and would yank off his glasses
and look amazed at all that bionic
hogwash? And eventually we had
a bionic woman and even a bionic
dog and bionics up the wazoo...
Remember when SCIV got
attacked by Zontar and they had
cabbage leaves on their heads and
Wham-0 frisbees landing on the
roof?
Remember when commercials
were only on TV? And stayed
there? And belonged there?
Okay. Thus ends our brief but
enjoyable trot down Memory
Lane. And dagnab it, yeah, there
was a time when commercials
could only be found on the small
screen, rotting the young minds
of the nation, including mine,
which is thoroughly rotted, let
me tell you.
But oh, no, not any more.
Some money-grubbing corporate
executive had his heart cut out by

demons, and when he woke up he
had an old folks home torn down
to make way for a parking lot,
beat up some little schoolchildren and then decided that it was
time to have commerc ials put into
movie theatres.

Remember
when commercials were only
on TV?
And stayed
there?
And belonged
there?
So who gets stung by this?
Honest Joe Blows like you and
me, pal. When I walk into a theatre, I pay to see some trailers and
a movie, dammit, not no stinkin'
commercials! There was the Club
Med ones a while back, the
American Express one, the Phan-

tom of the Opera one, the Sprite
one (Wonkatonkwa,
right?...That's a riot), the Dentyne one and even a Clorets
commercial.
So I go to see Second Sight
starring Bronson Pinchot, and
what do I get but these wretched
ads and not a single trailer.
So I get a little ticked off. My
face split open and red fire came
outof my mouth. Lightning crackled and shot from my eyeballs.
My hair caught on fire, I ripped
my shirt off, the whole bit, you
know. I was irked.
So here's what. I don't like to
play the rabble rouser, but if it's
okay with you rabble, the next
time a theatre shows commercials on the big screen, I want to
see the theatre walls turn red from
the the hellfire emanating from
the collective nostrils of you, the
audience. Maybe chants of "We're
not gonna take it!"
Maybe we should even think
about burning a theatre manager
in effigy!
Movie goers of the world unite!
We have nothing to lose but our
Clorets commercial!!!
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Mob
Story

By JJ Green

By Larry Koch

By Louise Fortier
real life daughter Kate, and Al
Waxman, give it their best shot
(with Waxman especially good
as a rival mobster out to toast
Vernon), the film never kicks in.
It is billed as a comedy, but
there are precious few yuks to be
found here. It seems that the
Markiws, with a little script help
from David Flaherty (brother of
Count Floyd himself), think the
height of comedy is cold jokes
about Winnipeg.
In fact, after it was over, I
mentioned to my date that the
premise would have worked better as a straight drama instead of
a comedy, to which she replied,
"It was a comedy?"
Though this is their first feature film as directors, the Markiws
show some promise in a few
places, with the action scenes

Margot Kidder's performance left our reviewer speechless
being their best work in the film.
Unfortunately, Mob Story has
about as much action as it does
laughs.
I gotta say, it really is a blast
seeing Winnipeg up there on the
big screen. The supporting cast is
made up mostly of local actors, so

the familiar faces are a kick, too.
But after a while the novelty wears
off, and the film is left to stand on
its own shaky legs.
As a Winnipegger, I say see it.
Support the local film scene. As a
guy who is kicking himself for
shelling out seven bucks for this,

Now Appearing at the WAG:

Jesus, Santa, Nixon, and Dick Tracy
By Donald M. Bailey
"In an age of unadulterated
consumerism, I think it is important to do things."
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Circle Moliere's
Terry David Mulligan:
Tremblay Family
The Car Phone Interview
Christmas Can't
Succeed On
Spirit Alone

Local Boys
Make Junk

Unless you've been held hostage by a gang of crazed Iranians
for the last year, you know that
Mob Story (Towne) is the product
of local boys Gabriel and Jancarlo Markiw and that the movie
was shot right here in Winnipeg
last winter.
Mob Story tells the tale of a
New York mobster who hides out
in our chilly city to escape legal
problems (as well as hit-men) in
the States. During his stay, the
mobster (John Vernon) comes to
grips with his past and the woman
he once loved. As well, he learns
a few lessons in life and happiness from his son.
I really wanted to like this
movie. Honest. But if it came
down to a choice, I'd spend my
time with the Iranians.
Although the leads, Vernon, his
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Canadian artist Dennis Gill is
standing between two components of his sculpture exhibition
In the Heat of the Moment There

Is No Reason.
Originally from Halifax, Gill
has lived for the past ten years in
Sackville, New Brunswick. With

both hands in his blue jean pockets, he steps cautiously over five
cast iron snakes, and then points
to ar old electric heater mounted

I say stay home. You'll see just as
much local scenery and familiar
faces on the late news, and you
can turn those guys off.
And no, I don't want to talk
about Margot Kidder's somewhat
embarrassing contribution to this
movie. I just ate.

on a piece of school blackboard.
"One of the Wings I have been
focusing on is a behavioral response that all organic things
have.
"This business of the snakes
looking for heat means behaviour
is instinctual. A visceral, rather
than an intellectual or media influenced response.
"The snakes serve as a metaphor for groups of people."
A group of 12 cast-aluminum
heads, each mounted on a sculpture stand, are arranged in two
parallel rows 10 feet away from
the snakes. The heads are profiles
of modem religious, historical
and media heroes, ranging from
Jesus Christ and Richard Nixon
to Santa Claus and Dick Tracy.
"Heroes are composites of certain types of behaviour that one is
told they should aspire to," Gill
said.
His parody of society's hero
dependence has provoked mixed
reactions from gallery patrons.
"Some have asked why Jesus is
placed next to Mickey Mouse or
Popeye the Sailor, but the placement of the heads is coincidental.
"I usually ask someone to select the arrangement for me. This
way, I am involving others in the
total process, and any relationship that exists between the heads
will be totally arbitrary."
In the Heat of the Moment
There Is No Reason appears in
the main foyer at the Winnipeg
Art Gallery until Jan. 28.

Christmas plays are expected
this time of year but relying solely
on the spirit of the season is not
enough in the Cercle Moliere's
production of The Tremblays 3 , A
Family Christmas.
Writers Claude Dorgc and
Irene Mahe take shortcuts in this
third production about the lives
of the franco-manitobain family.
The play centres on the Tremblay family reunion. Trying to
resolve old and new problems
makes itdifficult for family members to be together again.
After 25 years of marriage,
Claire Tremblay (Lucille
Beaudin-Wiltshire) confides to
girlfriend Louise (Jacqueline
Hogarth) how happy she is and is
encouraged to shout it out. This
response looks phony and could
have been expressed much better.
The dialogue's shortcomings
are also apparent as Claire's husband Raymond (Jean-Louis
Hebert) is in an accident but the

seriousness is not revealed to the
audience.
The family's comments imply
that Raymond is dying until their
son Marc (Roger Rcy) brings his
father into the living room in a
wheelchair.
The void in the dialogue is
also reinforced through the frequent singing of Christmas carols. Credit must be given to their
flawless performance and particularly Lillianne Cormier's harmonizing which was a highlight of
the play.
The conflict between the
Tremblay children, Marc, Yolande (Lillianne Cormier) and
Real (Vincent Dureault), is realistic as they continue to argue
even as adults.
Real's drunken state is a problem for the family but it also
helps to offset the tension. Real
offers some comic relief, telling
Yolande that his friends who
dated her found her cute but boring.

Half the Kingdom
Depicts Jewish Women's
Struggle
By Eva Weidman
The rolc of feminists in Judaism is explored in the one hour
documentary, I lalf the Kingdom, film maker Francine Zuckerman's production from Studio D of the National Film Board
of Canada.
The film begins with the telling of a legend of an old woman
who is planting a tree. Asked by
passers-by why she would plant
a tree that she will never see
mature, the old woman replies
that others planted the trees that
she enjoys.
Planting ideas and the seeds
of change is what the Jewish
women in the film are trying to
do.
Judaism has been dominated
by male scripture, male ideas,
and male ritual for thousands of
years. In this Judaism does not
differ from most other religions.
The women in I lalf the Kingdom grapple with their vision
of themselves as equal beings
trying to retain their faith in a

religion that has traditionally
revered the wife and mother,
but keeps them seated in a
separate section of the synagogue.
The women are using centuries old methods to resolve a
modern dilemma. They are
studying the scriptures and the
Torah to find women's stories
and their place.
Half the Kingdom premiered
Dec. 9 at Cinema Main and
plays until Dec. 11. As usual,
Cinema Main's audience was
sparse as most Winnipegers
seem unaware of its existence.
Cinema Main should be especially attractive to students
as most films are free or a very
minimal charge.
Films such as Half the Kingdom, which raise questions for
male and female audiences,
need to have a broader reach.
The recent massacre in Montreal should tell us all that we
need to come to terms with
women's roles in our society,
religion and homes.

It is a wet Saturday morning in
early December as I sit, waiting
for the telephone to ring. No, this
isn't Winnipeg, it's Vancouver.
North Vancouver, to be precise. I
am at my aunt and uncle's place
during the break between first
and second terms, and, at the same
time, doing an article for the Projector. At long last, the phone
rings and I race over to pick it up.
"Hello," I say.
"Hi, is Jon there?" the voice
asks.
"Speaking," I reply.
"Hi, Jon, it's Mulligan."
`Mulligan' is none other than
Terry David Mulligan, homegrown star of TV, radio and the
silver screen. He is the Vancouver correspondent for Muchmusic, serving as host of Much west
from Monday to Friday, and
Backtrax on Sundays. He also
hosts a weekly radio show from
Vancouver, and has appeared in
film (most notably as a detective
in The Accused).
He explains that since it is his
lone day off, it is family day (he
has a wife and four children), and
the interview has to take place
over the phone, which, he informs
me, will cost him 500 a minute,
since the phone is in his car.
JJG: Where were you born and
raised?
TDM: I was born in North
Van(couver) and I was raised
there and in Kamloops. Apart
from a year in Toronto (late 60s)
and a year in San Francisco (1981-

rope, who do they know? Anne
1982), I have lived all my life in Murray, Rush, Bryan Adams. We
B.C.
need some second and third line
JJG: Do you come from a big players.
family?
JJG: To date, who have been
TDM: I come from a family of your favorite and least favorite
six. Two parents and four kids.
interviews?
JJG: What kinds of music do
TDM: David Lindley, Little
you like?
Feat, Huey Lewis. Honest, warm
TDM: I like R & B. Honest, people who talk in more than one
workin' class, four beats to the syllable. I've had bad interviews,
bar. Mellencamp, Springsteen. I but I don't want to name names.
like reggae and I like classical.
HG: What do you think of the
JJG: Who do you admire in the cost of concert tickets and tour
music business, not as a performer merchandise?
but as a person?
TDM: Ridic. The Stones show
TDM: Bruce Cockburn is a at B.C. Place was the highest
guiding force. I like Bruce Allen single grossing concert in his(Bryan Adams' manager, among tory.
others) 'cause he's an asshole.
JJG: What do you think of tour
At this point, Terry's voice sponsorship?
became garbled and seconds later
TDM: Tour sponsorship bothwe were cut off. I hung up the ers me, but without it some groups
phone and he called right back.
couldn't make it.
TDM: Yeah, Jon. Change that
JJG: What don't you like in the
Bruce Allen quote. I like him music business?
because he's harsh. That's how
TDM: The attitude of heavy
he starts and ends each day.
metal. It's juvenile. The excepJJG: Who don't you like?
tion is Metallica. They play their
TDM: I don't like radio con- instruments seriously. The rest of
sultants. They're like eunuches them are just"pissin' in the wind."
in a whorehouse. No balls.
JJG: What do you do in your
Just then, I could hear Mulli- spare time?
gan's wife groan, "Oh, Terry."
TDM: I spend it with my famTDM: Radio is so offensive. ily. I fish. I'm a fishing fanatic.
(Vancouver radio station) LG73 I'm taking a fly-tying course this
has lost 250,000 listeners. Do you winter.
know where they went? MuchmuJJG: You mentioned your
sic.
family. How long have you been
JJG: What are your thoughts married?
on the Canadian music scene?
TDM: All my life.
TDM: We should not be patJJG: Where do you see yourting ourselves on the back and self in ten years?
saying we're great. Over in EuTDM: Producing. Acting. Film.

IF...GIFTS

*Sterling Silver Earrings & Rings for Men & Women
*Hats: Top Hats, Bowlers, Fedoras by Smithbilt, Calgary
*Vintage Robes, Smoking Jackets & Beaded Sweaters
*Soviet Military Belts—the Real Thing!
*Antique Japanese Kimono
New & Vintage Vests

GIFTS $10 OR LESS

GIFTS $20 OR LESS

•Handmade Peruvian Jewelry
•Original T-shirts
•Elbow & Opera Gloves
•Classy Vintage Ties
•Postcard 12 Packs
•Soviet Poster Tees
•Cufflinks & Tie Bars
'Vintage Scarves
•Lennons & Byrds
'Postcard Books-Jazz, Blues
•Mood Rings
•Silk Bowties
•Bali Jewelry
•60s Rhinestone Bracelets
•Gift Certificates
GREAT VINTAGE PARTYWEAR, TOO!
New Stock Every Week

IF

bee

you have to get dressed in the morning...
847 Corydon Mon-Sat 11-6/Fri 'til 8/Sun 12-4
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Want A Cheap Xmax Gift?
Check out the

ortsetere
Lie to You" or "I Need A Man".

Wax Eloquence
The Eurythmics-We Too
Are One (RCA) In a year

RECORIE1
1111101P1 A B
HALE
December 20
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
in the CAVE
All kinds of LPs, EPs, CD singles and
4551
PRICED TO CLEAR!!
1 DAY ONLY!!

that brought pop bands "Silly Van ;Ili" and New Kirk on the Block
super stardom, the Eurythmics
have continued to maintain their
substantial place in the pop business.
The band has continued to
change their image and attitudes.
The duo of Annie Lennox and

Dave Stewart have transformed
the band from techno-pop to a
mature and emotional sound.
The Eurythmics transformation
has been steady throughout the
eight years. The first albums,
Sweet Dreams and Touch depended on synthesized dance
sounds. Then the Eurythmics
changed. BeYourselfTonight and
Revenge relied more on Annie

Lennox's powerful vocals and
Dave Stewart's pulsating guitar
licks. Savage combined hard-edge
sounds with a fractured irnage.of
relationships.
Once again, the duo have
changed. Their new album, We
Too Are One, presents a quiet
passion. The album does not
possess raunchy songs like previous Eurythmics hits, "Would I

It abandons Stewart's guitar for
diore of Annie Lennox's soul
singing.
The Eurythmics new quiet
approach is reflected in their
concerts. I recently saw them in
Toronto and the band exhibited a
conscious effort to tone down their
songs. The most eloquent moment was Annie and Dave playing_ a trio of acoustic songs. The
duo showed a renewed vigor that
swept the crowd to its feet.
The Eurythmics will continue
to progress. Their presence on the
pop industry will endure long after
the one album wonders are gone.

Chris Zuk

BURGER And CMOR Present

KING

nes Top 20 Mllnam Ldn
TW
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

LW
1
2
10
4
3
7
5
6
14
8
17
12
9
20
13
15
11

16

ARTIST
Aerosmith
The Rolling Stones
Young M.C.
Richard Marx
Tears for Fears
Don Henley
Prince
Motley Crue
Janet Jackson
Giant
Eurythmics
Tom Petty
Fine Young Cannibals
DJ Jazzy Jeff & the Fresh
Prince
The Alarm
Kiss
The Cult
Taylor Dayne
The Grateful Dead
Kim Mitchell

ALBUM
Pump
Steel Wheels
Stone Cold Rhythm
Repeat Offender
Seeds of Love
End of the Innocence
Batman Soundtrack
Dr. Feelgood
Rhythm Nation
Last of the Runaways
We Too Are One
Full Moon Fever
Raw & the Cooked

DISTR.
Geffen
CBS
Island
EMI
Poly
Geffen
Warner
Electra
A&M
A&M
BMG
MCA
IRS

And In This Corner
Chance
Hot in the Shade
Sonic Temple
Can't Fight Fate
Built To Last
Rockland

BMG
IRS
Poly
Vertigo
BMG
BMG
Alert

The staff of CMOR thank the students and staff of Red River Community College and
wish them a Merry Christmas and a happy, safe and rockin' New Years!!
We look forward to your support in 1990!

Halo of Flies-Singles
Going Nowhere (Glitterhouse)-Minneapolis is 'well
known for two minor contributions to music. Prince may have
been entertaining in a nightclub
setting, but I doubt it, and the
second 45 by the defunct Husker
Du was okay. Now, everyone
loves thge Trashmen, right?
The Trashmen are the guys who
sang that rotten, repetitious
kooky-tune "Surfin' Bird". This
song has a massive cult following
and you're all probably singin'
the chorus in your heads as you
read this. "Bird, Bird, Birdfche
Bird is the word/Bird, Bird, Bird/
The Bird is the word/Don't you
know the Bird?/Well everybody
knows that the Bird is the
word".. and so on. Hey, the Trashmen were from Minny, the spawning ground for Halo of Flies.
Yep, the Halos along with the
Trashmen are probably the only
Minneapolis bands worth playing at home. Forget the poopypop sounds of the Replacements,
Bob Mould, and Grant Hart,
`cause Halo of Flies are gonna
nibble on your ears until you flip
their disc. Then they're gonna
bite some more.
Yep, Hendrix style guitar
blastin' rock 'n' punk 'n' roll 'n'
tunes is what the Halos play.
"Rubber Room", "ddt fin 13",
"m.d. 20/20", "Pipebomb" and
"Drunk (in Detroit)" are titles the
Halos say. These tracks are culled
from the intentionally rare Halo
of Flies 45s which were pressed
up on the Amphetamine Reptile
label.
The title of the album is apt
because unlike most of the Minny
bands mentioned in this crit, the
Halos are destined to fade into the
bowels of underground rock obscurity—nowhere.
Now, I caution you, remember
that's where the halos came from,
so don't expect any rootsy
folkrock if you manage to find
this here German import LP (LP
only). Halo of Flies are pure doit-yourself hi-energy rockers.
They live only 500 miles away.
You have been warned.

Donald M. Bailey
SEXUALLY
TRANSMITTED
DISEASES

STD
FOR INFORMATION
CALL

945-8383
Manitoba
Health
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Jets Predictions: They Could
Make Good
The Winnipeg Jets next eight
games may determine the teams
playvti

Typists. S500 weekly at home.
Information? Send SASE to C.
Merrells, 121 Ravelstone Ave. W
RR Wpg, MB L R2C-1V8.
Summer Jobs: Applications are
now being accepted for summer
jobs on cruiseships, airlines and
resorts. No experience necessary.
For more info. send S2 and SASE
to: World Wide Travel Cl lib, 5334
Yonge St., Toronto, ON, M2N6M2.

two hot teams, then the Jets should
be considered to be "for real". If
n ot

Ittpli int

11J1

Six of the eight games will
involve Smythe Division rivals,
with four of the games being
played on the road.
The eightgamc stretch will start
with a crucial home-and-home
series against the struggling
Vancouver Canucks. If the Jets
pull off a clean sweep, it. would
put them nine points up on the
Canucks.
Two losses would severely
damage Vancouver's post-season
plans and would solidly entrench
Winnipeg in fourth place in the
Smythe.
The Jets then travel to Los
Angeles and Edmonton to face
the Smythe Division's two hottest teams of late.
Given the recent good form of
the Jets, Kings, and Oilers, the
games should be exciting, wellplayed and intense. The games
will be stern tests, and will show
just how far the Jets have progressed under the tutelage of Bob
Murdoch.
If the club holds its own against

r
not I b:ra- ohnnt
.3 1 tUl.
UwUI

such gloomy prospects.
The Jets then return home for
two games against Minnesota, and
the touring Red Army from Russia.
The North Stars won't be easy
pickings, even though they own
one of the league's worst road
records. Several of Minnesota's
road losses have been close, so
their record is deceiving.
The Jets will have to make a
concerted effort to keep up their
intensity level to avoid losing to a
team that they should beat.
The Soviet game is a different
matter. The club should simply
make sure to avoid injuries. The
Detroit Red Wings had four players cut (including Steve Yzerman) during their game with
Khimik.
A healthy team will be a must
when the Jets close out 1989
against Calgary at the Saddledome, and Edmonton at home. A
couple of wins would give the
Jets momentum and put the players in a positive mindset heading

Playing All
Night for
Charity
By Melanie Verhaeghe
On December 21s t, the third
annual Graveyard Volleyball
Tournament is taking place in
the North Gym starting at 6
pm with games running every
hour until the finals around
3:30 am.
Karen Jamer, facility attendant in the North Gym, organized the event three years ago
to satisfy students cravings to
play volleyball and to raise
money for the Christmas Cheer
Board.
"It's marathon volleyball,"

Jamer said.
"You have to love it to stand
out there and play until 5 am."
If all goes as previous years
have, there will be eight teams
of volleyball lovers having a
good time for a good cause.
Each team pays an entry fee
of S30, which goes directly to
the Cheer Board.
Other phys-ed activities are
also raising money for the
Cheer Board as well. The
noon-hour floor hockey tournament will raise S375 from
the 15 teams playing at an

a Arm
JOBS

By Todd Lewys
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into the New Year.
Finishing with a flourish is a
must for the Jets.
The same time last year saw the
team go into a tailspin from which
it never recovered during the
second half of the season. The
players need to have those bad
memories erased for them to
perform well for the remainder of
the schedule.
Tradition is also involved in a

strong first-half finish. Teams that
finish well usually go to the playoffs; those that don't usually face
an uphill struggle to recover for a
playoff spot.
If recent history is any indication, the Jets have a better than
averagechance of enhancing their
playoff chances during this upcoming eight game run.
The team has always played

well against Los Angeles, Edmonton, Calgary and, yes, Minnesota. If that trend continues, the
Jets may even be in a position to
make a run at third place in the
Smythe.
What about Vancouver, you
ask? If the Jets take the home and
home series, they should seriously
consider ordering padlocks for
fourth place, and the Canucks will
be skating on very thin ice.
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Calendar of Events
Bldg. D/D-211
Meet at college
Not forsaking the assembling of ourselves together. HEBREW 10:25

Wed. Dec. 20
Galatians
Thurs. Dec. 21 Social

•

The Projector
Red River Community College
2055 Notre Dame Ave.
R3H-0J9
(204) 632-2479

Reach 20,000 readers every two weeks with an ad
in The Projector. RATES:
one sixteenth page
$25
one eight page
$40
one quarter page
$75
one half page
$130
one full page
$250
We have volume discounts, preferred space
reservations, a free ROP (run of press) color as
well as discounts for media blitzes. Send order
and remittance payable to Red River Community
College Students' Association. For advertising
information call 632-2473.

Canada Employment
Centre on Campus

•

'estila'
l •
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Recruiting Information

Cathy at 224-3790 any time.
Shirwood Processing provides
typing/word letters/resumes;
business reports/papers. Anytime.
Located 4 blocks west of Pan Am
Pool. Call Shircly at 488-8617.

F

■

Resume Services. Customized
resumes, prompt service, 10%
discount for students. Downtown
location. Roberta at 943-7333.
Evenings: Judy at 832-9518.
Typing: word processing, term
papers, SEs, CCs, resumes, etc.
Reasonable student rates. Call

of

Room C-211

JUNE GRADUATING STUDENTS -- DIPLOMA
CEC/OC -- EMPLOYER RECRUITING PROGRAM
The employment counsellors have been addressing the diploma
June graduating students in preparation for the employer
recruiting program which commences in January, 1990.

Schedule No. 1 of the EMPLOYER RECRUITING SCHEDULE has now been
posted on your respective bulletin boards.

DONATIONS
As was done for Xmas 1987 &
'88, the Salvation Army's Santa
Van Project will be in effect. The
vans will be available to pick up
toys and non-perishable goods
from businesses, individual

homes and at designated locations in the city. The gifts given
will be distributed to needy families a few days before Xmas. An
acknowledgement of your donation will be made. Call the Salvation Army's PR department at
775-0421.

Please check these schedules closely, so as not to miss any of
your deadline dates.

•

THE ROYAL BANK

• It

I

Representatives of the ROYAL will be on campus to present a
GENERAL BRIEFING SESSION, to the June graduating students
in Business Administration, diploma.

•
•

Date:

Wednesday, January 10, 1990

Time:

12:00 noon -- 2:00 p.m.

Place:

WHITE LECTURE THEATRE

Coffee 6 Doughiuts will be available compliments of the
bank.
PLAN TO ATTEND -- Find out Whar the Career Paths
arc at -- THE ROYAL -THE EMPLOYER RECRUITING PROCESS IS NOW IN PROCESS -- So Don't
Procrastinate.

WINNERS

1.

Attend your General Information Session which we have
coordinated with your Department Head.

2. Complete the UCPA application distributed at this session.

• • • • • : ,,, .......
1) Monday is Ladies' Nite vffhe Gangster of Love
,

•

•

2) Loonie Tuesdays-1 for a Draft, 2 for a Beer or Shot
3) Wednesday is Men's Nite

LIVE BANDS every Thurs, Fri and Saturday!
Present RRCC student card at the Standup Bar and receive day prices in the
evening. Evening Students: Get acquainted in the Circle Lounge.

RRCC Daycare Inc. congratulates
the following winners of their
Grey Cup Pool: Richard St.

Amant (Double Winner) Wpg;
Julie Friesen, La Salle; Mike
Vincent, Wpg; George Beznoski,
Lac du Bonnet; Bill Smedts, Wpg;
Allan Johnson, Wpg; Anier
Kamfoly, Wpg; B. Am inotWasiela, Wpg. Thanks to everyone for their support!

PERSONALS
Inquiring minds want to know: If
Bill Jost was 2 inches shorter,
would he be a perfect circle? -

D.H

3.

I

First deadlines are as early as JANUARY.

GRADUATING STUDENTS in CERTIFICATE Courses
An employment counsellor will be making arrangements to address your classes
approximately 4 - 6 weeks prior to your graduating date. Postings advising
you of your employment opportunities will be distributed through your
instructors.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
as*

Summer employment information will start to dribble in starting in the New
Year. We will be keeping students advised through the following bulletin
boards, or contact our office, C-211
Animal Health, Biological Technology, Civil )
Engineering Family of Courses

4th floor, Bldg. A -across from elevators

Business Administration

)

By Courtyard Cave

Computer Analyst Programmer

)
)

Hallway across from Student
HP Input/Output Computer Rm.

Electrical, Electronic, Computer
)5 Instrumentation Eng. Tech.

)
)

2nd floor Building A -- West
end of hall.

Mechanical Engineering Tech.

)

Room A-124

Other Disciplines

)

Through Dept. Head

a

.

Shy Secret Admirer: Wishes to
meet the ash-blonde Nursing student with bl ue-framed glasses and
pink ski jacket. Please reply.
Bought some new CDs? Time to
get rid of your LPs? I buy records,
especially 45s. Call Don at 3391414.

•
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